
MINERALS 
NATURE’S KEYBOARD



The Elemental Matrix
THE ELECTRIC MODEL OF ELEMENTAL CREATION
u The ‘particle theory’ of elements confines humanity to a false paradigm 

of  materialistic limitation.

u Elements are differentiated by wave-form ‘pressure zones’ to  function as 

the universal keyboard of creation.

u Elements are derived from pure ‘Prana’ to serve as the ‘universal pallete’ 
for both collective and individualized creative processes.

u The conscious & focused use of these elemental forces will  set mankind 
free from all external controls and dependencies.

u The science of Nature’s spiraling mechanics will facilitate the departure 
from energy consumption to initiate the age of transmutation.

u Nutritional & Medical sciences will then operate beyond the confines of
aging and disease.
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Humic-Fulvic Sourced Ionic Minerals
u Humic & Fulvic acids are the break-down constituents of the 

natural decay of plant and animal materials formed through 
the chemical & biological humification of plant & animal matter.

u Humic acid is a large molecule of bioavailable minerals for 
mammals, but not absorbed by plants.

u Fulvic acid is a comparatively small molecule readily absorbed 

by plants, and useful as a transport medium of nutrients across 
cell membranes.

u Ionic minerals possess a positive or negative charge that readily 

bonds with water molecules for bodily absorption.
u Ionic minerals are derived from Humic & Fulvic acids.

u Ionic and trace minerals conduct & generate electrical impulses 
to facilitate every bodily function without exception. 

u Humic/Fulvic is the most desirable source of valuable, predigested 

minerals, and provide the most basic vitality tonic necessary for 
human health.
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Transitional Elements = The Missing Link 
PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSITIONAL ELEMENTS
u Each ‘element’ occupies a unique ‘pressure zone’ within tonal fields of 9 

octaves that lend specific properties.

u All elements transition through each phase of the periodic table in a full-

circle procession back to their Hydrogen origins.

u ‘Transitional Elements’ represent the informational fields between the ‘key-

notes’ as recognized in the study of chemistry, and behave similar to the 

harmonics within musical chords.

EFFECTS OF TRANSITIONAL ELEMENTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
u The essential actions of minerals on human physiology are activated by 

the Transitional Elements.

u Regular dietary concentrations of Transitional Elements recondition the 

innate super-conductive attributes of the Nervous System.

u Transitional Elements greatly enhance Pineal activity.

u Transitional Element activated minerals restore Kidney energy reserves 

with transformative effects on every organ system without exception.
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Calcium Is Key 
Every bodily system & tissue is maintained through liver function, which is in turn 
dependent on the correct form and type of Calcium.
u Biologic life requires Calcium by weight & volume more than any other element.
u Calcium-deficient food is toxic.
u DNA synthesis is Calcium-dependent.
u Calcium assists the cellular uptake of all other minerals.
u Supplementation requires choosing the correct Calcium to avoid undesirable deposits & 

inefficient assimilation where actually needed.
u Correct Calcium supplementation powerfully shifts body chemistry to a proper pH zone.

THE 3 CALCIUM TYPES
u Anionic (Alkaline) Calcium to promote greater electrical resistance.
u Cationic (Acidic) Calcium to reduce electrical resistance.
u Neutral pH Calcium to avoid increasing or reducing electrical resistance.
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Determine Your Correct Calcium Type
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A Carbon-Based Simulation
THE BACKBONE OF THE 5th OCTAVE
Carbon is the most robust element within our octave, as it represents the peak of the elemental 
wave form exactly 90 degrees perpendicular to its equator.

u Carbon is stable within itself, while other elements must mate/bond with other elements to 
achieve any degree of sustainability.

u Asian medicine would term the element Carbon as ‘Absolute Yang’, synonymous with the 
position of the Sun at noonday, or the energetics of the Heart Meridian within the body.

u The wave-form configuration of Carbon represents the ‘fully charged’/centripetelly solidified 
form of matter possible.

u Carbon is the moisture regulator & governor of the soil responsible for solubilizing and 
mineralizing the bioterrain.

CARBON 60
The real efficacy of this Carbon variant (Transitional Element?) lies in its capacity to repolarize 
biological cells lending greater stability & resistance to stress, while promoting regeneration & 
repair.
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